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Abstract: Currently a data sharing and data backup is been 
maintained by the intermediator of cloud admin provider also to 
reduce the cost of intermediator management and to get an 
authentication. It is introducing to provide a security and efficient 
access to large amount of outsourced data. In this project we are 
proposing a key distribution to solve the problem (encryption and 
decryption). As the user is provided two types of key by the admin 
to secure the data outsourcing and data backup which is been 
encrypted and decrypted so that threading and attacks can be 
reduced using cryptography based key mechanism. We are 
introducing a key mechanism using RSA and AES for generating 
keys files to secure the data.  By this cryptographic key 
mechanism, the cloud users are free from the data management, 
consumption of time, cost. 

 
Index Terms: Data security, RSA (key mechanism), AES 

(encryption, decryption), cloud computing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  The Cloud computing is the demand accessibility of 
computer capitals especially data of client and computing 
short of any direct dynamic management [2]by the user the 
main characteristics of cloud services in which you pay for 
service before you use it and in a web based service this 
model is usually connected with a software as a service 
provider. Cloud computing runs a suitable way of opening 
computing services in independent of the hardware we use or 
any physical location it releases the need for storing 
information on your computer or mobile device or gadget 
with the statement that any information might[3] be exposed 
with fast period and certainly accessed through internet. 
Cloud computing offers customers with a virtual computing 
arrangement. Which enables them to store the data and run 
the presentations. In addition, the Cloud computing presents 
new security challenges as client cannot fully trust from 
cloud providers. Cryptography mechanism in cloud 
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computing used to secure the data in cloud computing 
architecture with the algorithms and this computing model, 
which is ambitious by markets of scale and is  been 
distributed on large-scale software, system and platform, and 
virtualization components. Whereas the IT services similar to 
on-demand  
services is accessible by authorized member at anytime and 
anywhere. In addition, the cloud offers an infinite storage  
Space capacity for the user to store their data and provides the 
way for data backup by hash algorithm so that the user can  
retrieve the data at any time using cloud service. They can use 
the google drive, drop box to store the data. As per in the 
proposed work two security key distribution with public and 
private is been provided by the cryptographic mechanism 
from the cloud admin to the users.  
These [8]cryptographic mechanism will provide security 
when the user upload or download data from the distribution 
to provide the security for that first the user must need to 
ensure their own personal details to register in an authorized 
party in cloud server. After the registration and choosing the 
group the cloud admin will give the keys to secure the data, 
which is, proposed by using a key mechanism of RSA and 
AES algorithm to secure the data. The problem of storing 
data is it can data are likely to be misused by the cloud 
provider or non-member of the group so we proposed this 
cryptographic mechanism for the client’s data security 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Cloud-computing is the long-term dream of computing as 
an effectiveness, which is been possible to convert a big part 
of an IT sector. It makes the software even smarter as a 
service. In modelling way IT hardware is deliberate and it is 
been purchased the developers are with new concepts expose 
for new Internet services no longer require the large amount 
of costs in hardware to deploy their service or the human 
expense to operate it. The goal for this article is to reduce 
which to stop the misperception by helpful positions by 
giving simple records to measure evaluations with the cloud 
in technical and non-technical difficulties of cloud computing 
benefit. [4] The vital role of a cryptographic is to provide 
safety to secure the files by the authorized person in the group 
and it is been accessed by algorithm and access policy to 
secure the files, which is uploaded and downloaded. In an 
overview for the advantage of a cryptographic mechanism, 
we design an official requirement so that only the authorized 
person and cloud admin takes the responsibility in controlling 
and secure the files we define in more aspect the appropriate 
cryptographic method including encryption with evidence of 
storage and value based encryption.  
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[5]Finally, with reference some cloud services we found that 
to secure the clients data to be secured with the cryptographic 
storage service.  
[6] About the past half-century there is a huge expansion 
growth with an Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT). This computing process will come one 
day be the most valuable thing like water, electricity, gas, and 
telephone.  
 

 
Fig1 : Proposed model 

This following four standing services will afford a computing 
service with basic level which is deliberated[8] a vital as an 
intermediator in our humans daily life and many proposal 
have met to deliver this idea out of all this current trending 
proposal is used is known as cloud computing. [7]Generating 
Clouds with the business related resource allocation by using 
multi-tasking technologies such as Virtual Machines (VMs). 
Similarly there is an understanding between business-related 
resource management which include both client service 
management and computational risk management to 
withstand the Service Level Agreement oriented resource 
distribution and  it expose the primary view by crossing the 
Cloud for energetically creating a wide cloud connections to 
contemporaneous some typical Cloud platforms. 

III . PROPOSED WORK: 

In our proposal work Fig 1 we introduce a concept that the 
data sharing[11] in cloud environment an also the securing 
the data’s from the attacker, Cost. Here we are introducing 
this protection from the cryptographic key distribution by the 
group admin so the files will be encrypted and decrypted and 
the key’s will be used according the accessing the authorized 

parties. By this process the data is secured reduce of cost and 
we can upload or download the data from anywhere, anytime. 
For this key cryptography or key mechanism, we have some 
process before the key distribution. First we should register 
own profile and after registering they must choose one group 
among the four group for login to upload/download. After 
choosing the group and details of the user must be, send to the 
admin after the admin acceptation only the use can login from 
the group. After the acceptation of request from the admin, 
the user can login the amount and can upload the file and 
while the process of uploading the files it will encrypt and 

decrypt and there will be a key distributions occurred to 
secure the file. Each files which the users uploading is been 
maintained by the admin and the encrypted files will be 
secured with the private key. The encrypted files will be 
decrypted with intelligence and will be posted in admins page 
if any second user’s request to view the file it will been 

showed in admin page. If the second user wants to view the 
file, he is supposed to send a request to group admin because 
the group admin can encrypt and decrypt the files, which is 
been uploaded. To accept the request, the admin, check 
whether he is an authorized person in a group member then 
he accept the request to view the file in the admins page with 
the time duration of 30mins.The user can view or download it 
within then time duration of 30mins.If the user needs to 
download the file within the 30mins, the private key is 
provided by the admin. This process of proposed system is 
been enhanced by these techniques for getting a multiple key 
mechanism in cryptography. 

 
Fig 2: User Interface Design 

 

 
Fig 3: Generation of key and encrypting files 

AES ALGORITHM: 

The most popular and widely adopted asymmetric encryption 
algorithm likely to an encountered nowadays is the AES 
algorithm. ASE[9] algorithm is to encrypt and decrypt the 
data, which is upload by the user. The user’s personal or 

important data will decrypt from the encrypted files so that 
only authorized parties can access it and those who are not an 
authorized cannot. Here the admin or user can only decrypt 
the data because decryption requires a secret key or password 
so that it could accessed again by authorized user. AES 
algorithm is six times faster than the triple DES. The DES 
(Data Encryption Standard) it is a mutual standard for data 
encryption and a form of secret key cryptography (SKC) 
which is been used only for encryption and decryption. 
Encryption key is been published for anyone to use and 
encrypt messages by public key and the process of plain text 
to cipher text. The reverse process of encryption from cipher 
text to plaintext is called decryption. This is been processed 
after the encryption for decrypt the file by private key with 
the intelligence. 
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RSA ALGORITHM: 

RSA [10]algorithm is the process of algorithm, which is used, 
in asymmetric algorithm this means the connecting of two 
sides we use here for two form of key mechanism 1. Private 
Key ,2. Public key.  

Private Key: 

                   It is a key which is used for secure a private files 
and information. 

Public key: 

Public key is given to everyone and group users can use by 
the acceptation of group admin. 
By this following procedure and the cryptographic 
mechanism, we made the following to secure data sharing, 
confidentiality and authentication in the cloud-computing 
environment. 
The data owner to project the data from inside attacker carries 
out data sharing and Data backups in cloud. Unauthorized 
person data is stored in a form of AES algorithm the file to 
protect by public key and private key distribution so the data 
upload/download is been secured in this cryptographic key 
mechanism operation. 

KDM:  
Key Distribution Manager (KDM) is acted by the group 
admin distributes the public key and private key to the 
registered member in the group and the keys will be 
according to the encryption and decryption. Fig 2. 
Data owner: 
The encrypted data will be uploading a file in the cloud by the 
user from the group with the help of KDM, which is 
associated with the file along with API (access policy). API is 
accessed to use only by the authorized member from the 
group.               
User registration:   
Every user when they wants to upload their data in the cloud 
have to register before login first they are asked to choose the 
group among the 4 group then their personal details are being 
registered then the group admin accepts the request and sent a 
group id to login their personal id to upload the file. 
Key generation: 
RSA algorithm has used to produce a key mechanism fig 3. 
Private Key & Public key  
Encryption: 
Encryption is used to encrypt the files with public key to view 
for public users.  
Decryption: 
Decryption the user’s data for secure from the attackers using 

private key and by using access policy and it is the reverse of 
encryption it is decrypt with intelligence with private key 

IV. RESULT: 

    After the process of registration in the cloud group the 
testing is been processed with RSA and AES algorithm to 
secure the cryptographic server’s data’s in the cloud first the 

data has been encrypted to generate multiple keys of private 
and public key with time generation. Then the proposed work 
has been generated to secure the sharing data by inside 
attackers. Testing includes the test case which authenticate 
the interior process. Which validates the input and channelize 
the output. The code flow should be validated and the 

individual software units are tested. This test provides regular 
protests that function tested and made present as quantified 
by the technical specification documentation support and 
user manual. Functional testing is based on following things, 
this test verifies for the entire integrated software system 
requirements and also the orientation configuration. Which is 
based on the output time constraints and time taken for the 
process operation’s response to the user requisite. This 

software testing is increasing integration testing with two or 
more integrated software running on single platform. 

Build the test plan : 

      Projects contains various units which can be added for 
detailed processing. The testing strategy for each unit is done 
for bug testing in respective units. So that each units bugs can 
be identified and corrected swiftly. 

V.CONCLUSION 

As we discussed a secure sharing of data using RSA and AES 
algorithm to keep up the cloud server security. The KDM is 
used for all Key generation and distribution procedure in our 
proposed system. The performance is evaluated and the 
interference are attained on RSA key generation and AES 
encryption process by public and private key generation. By 
the interference our proposed system will be compatible for 
sharing data in cloud. We maintain policy based access 
mechanism to ensure authentication in cloud. In further 
advancements we can use multiple KDM to maintain the data 
with various access policies to prohibit insider threaten. 
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